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Abstract--This paper presents scale size fLrings of two novel shape KE penetrators into a 
steel/ceramic/steel target at four velocities between 1.8 and 2.9 km/s. The two novel shapes were a 
three piece segmented rod and a telescopic rod/tube. Two unitary rod designs were also included 
in the assessment. All the penetrators had a similar mass of 60 grams. Test data against semi- 
infinite RHA was used to obtain the mass effectiveness (Em) of the ceramic target for each rod 
shape and velocity. The performance rankings of the penetrators against the ceramic target were 
found to be similar to those for semi-infinite RHA. In ascending order of penetration depth the 
ranking was the 10.6 mm unitary rod, segmented rod, telescopic rod and 6.5 mm unitary rod. It 
was found that the Em reached a maximum between 2.3 and 2.6 km/s depending on the penetrator 
type. The Em values ranged from 1.8 to 2.4. Hydrocode analysis of the experiments gave some 
valuable insights into the penetration processes of the two novel penetrator designs. Predicted 
depth of penetration compared very well with experimental values, but enhancements to the 
physics of the ceramic model are needed in order to simulate cover plate effects. Crown copyright 
© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous work by D E R A  covering experiments and computer modelling o f  small scale novel 
kinetic energy (KE) penetrators against rolled homogeneous armour (RHA) has been reported in 
references [1-3]. The aim o f  the work has been the examination o f  increased penetration 
performance as a result o f  changing the penetrator from a unitary to a novel configuration. It was 
an important part o f  the work to assess performance against more representative target 
arrangements in addition to RHA. Preceding data on the performance o f  novel penetrator shapes 
against ceramic targets is limited, and at quite small scale. This paper therefore examines the 
performance o f  four KE penetrator designs at approximately 1/3 scale against a 
steel/ceramic/steel laminate target at zero degrees obliquity over the velocity range 1.8 km/s to 
2.9 km/s. Hydrocode analysis o f  the experiments using the DERA code GRIM2D was also 
carried out. The wide range o f  velocities used in the experimental programme provided an ideal 
test o f  the capability o f  the material models used in the code. The lower velocity firings were 
carried out by the D E R A  and the hypervelocity tests were carried out by the I.AT. 

Projectiles 
EXPERIMENTS 

The penetrators used in the tests were a 10.6 mm diameter and a 6.5 mm diameter unitary rod, 
a 10.6 mm diameter three piece segmented rod and a telescopic rod/tube projectile o f  10.6 mm 
major diameter. Schematics o f  the projectiles are shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematics of  the four penetrator designs. 

The penetrator material was Plansee D176, a 92%W-Ni-Fe alloy. The penetrators are all 
designed to have a nominal mass of  60 g and to represent the deployed condition of  such designs 
at impact. The engineering and testing of  deployment methods has not been addressed in this 
work. A 40 mm calibre extended barrel smooth bore powder gun was used to launch the 
projectiles at velocities up to 2.2 km/s. The IAT two stage light gas gun was used to reach the 
higher velocities of  up to 2.9 km/s. Table 1 gives some additional projectile details. 

Table 1. Projectile details 

Penetrator Average Length Length Deft L/Deft 
Mass  (deployed) (collapsed) (ram) 

(g) (ram) (mm) 
10.6 mm Unitary 60 45.6 45.6 10.0 4.5 

Segmented 60 68.8 45.6 10.0 4.5 
Telescopic 60 86.2 45.6 10.0/6.0 4.5 
6.5 Unitar)' 60 132.0 132.0 5.8 20-22 

Target  Detai ls  

The basic target for these tests was a 6.7 mm thick RHA cover plate over a 50 mm thick 
alumina ceramic tile. The ceramic was backed up with a semi-infinite thickness of  RHA steel in 
the form of  150 mm thick blocks. The angle of  obliquity was zero degrees. The ceramic element 
of  the target was laterally confined by using a 75 mm thick RHA steel framework. The ceramic 
tile was shimmed into this framework to ensure the best confinement possible without a 
filling/potting operation. The RHA used was to UK DEFSTAN 95/13-1, with Brinell hardnesses 
of  321-341 and 255-262 for the 6 mm and 150 mm plates respectively. 

The ceramic tiles were A1203 Deranox 975 supplied by Morgan-Matroc, a UK ceramic 
manufacturer. Deranox 975 has a density of  3.78 g/cm 3, a hardness of  80 (R45N) and an elastic 
modulus of  340 GPa. The tile thickness was restricted to 50 mm by the penetration performance 
of  the 10.6 mm diameter unitary rod. At 1.8 km/s this penetrator will only just produce 
measurable penetration into the RHA backing armour. At the other extreme of  penetrator 
performance is the 6.5 mm unitary rod where the performance easily overmatches the ceramic 
tile thickness. This situation was unavoidable with the range ofpenetrators and velocities used in 
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the programme. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the target assembly and defines certain terms for 
later use. 

Coverplate 

1 

Ceramic tile 
RHA block 

Fig. 2. Ceramic target layout and definitions. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Table 2 gives details of the experimental results. The results are also shown graphically in 
Figure 3. It should be noted that the values plotted are the penetrations into the RHA backing 
block only. The in-line path weight of the 6.7 mm RHA cover plate and the ceramic element are 
regarded as constant. The performance effect of the ceramic will be considered later by 
comparing the performance into semi-infinite RHA with the penetrations into backing blocks. 
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Fig. 3. Residual penetration depth vs. velocity for the four penetrator designs. 

All of the experimental data points have been plotted irrespective of the level of yaw. Some 
of the data shows quite a large spread of results. A contribution to this spread is the differing 
levels of impact yaw, but it has been noted on other terminal ballistic tests against ceramics that 
significantly different results can be obtained for essentially identical shots [4,5]. The scatter is 
largely due to the statistical fracture processes inherent in most brittle materials. 
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Mass Effectiveness 

The mass effectiveness (Era) of the ceramic element can be obtained using semi-infinite 
RHA penetration depth data [1,2]. It is useful to show the RHA results again here, for 
completeness, and also include some revisions to the data reported in [2]. Figure 4 is a plot of 
penetration versus impact velocity for each design against semi-infinite RHA. The lower 
velocity results for the L/D 20 penetrator were found to be affected by debris from the sabot 
petals striking the stripper plate. Further tests have been carried out and these show a better 
match to the higher velocity, light gas gun results. 
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Fig. 4. Penetration depth vs. velocity into RHA for the four penetrator designs. 

Using this data and the penetration into the witness block from the ceramic target tests it is 
possible to calculate the effectiveness of the ceramic element for each penetrator design at each 
velocity point. The Em value for the ceramic is calculated as follows: 

- for the selected penetrator type and impact velocity: 

Protection level = RHA Pen (semi oo) - 6.5 mm - witness block penetration 
of ceramic element (coverplate) 

Em (ceramic) = Protection level of ceramic element (ram RHA) (1) 
Path weight of ceramic in mm of RHA 

Table 3 below has been constructed using the results of all the firings. There is insufficient 
data to allow the penetration results to be corrected for impact yaw and pitch. In general, for 
penetration of semi-infinite RHA at 0 ° obliquity, it can safely be assumed that any yaw will 
degrade the penetration performance. It is not certain that the same can be assumed for the 
ceramic target, since some high yaw impacts gave deeper residual penetration than those with 
virtually no yaw (e.g. tests 159 and 160, or 1095 and 1098). For the 6.5 mm unitary rod the 
penetration values of 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2 km/s have been taken from the revised data curve as shown 
in Figure 4. 
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Table 3. F_,m values for the ceramic element for different velocities and penetrator types 

Impact 
Velocity 10.6 Unitary Segmented Telescopic 6.5 Unitary 

1.8 2.1 1.82 1.82 2.1 
2.0 2.09 1.94 2.04 2.3 
2.2 2.07 2.02 2.18 2.41 
2.6 2.03 2.03 2.18 2.35 
2.9 2.0 1.94 2.0 2.1 

It can be seen that the Em of the ceramic element has a peak between 2.3 and 2.5 km/s except 
for the 10.6 unitary rod where the Em reduces slightly with increasing velocity. The Em values of 
2 to 2.4 are typical for the performance of this type of ceramic for KE attack and when the 
ceramic is heavily confined [4,5]. 

Penetrator  Effect iveness  

The main objective of this study was to compare penetrator designs for their ability to 
penetrate confined ceramics. This can be most easily done by computing TL, defined as the 
thickness of ceramic that could be penetrated if the target were all ceramic. It is assumed that the 
penetration in the RHA is a linear function of the fraction of the rod which was not eroded by the 
ceramic. This approach is represented graphically in Figure 5. TL can also be computed from the 
assumption that Em is independent of  target thickness. 
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T 

Fig. 5. Definition of TL. 

Hence: 

or equivalently: 

P,~f T 
TL - (2) 

P~f - Pr - Tee 

P ~ A  g L  
T L = 

P ~ m E m  
(3) 

where g is the P/L function for the penetrator penetrating RHA, L is the impacting length, and 
pRHA and pcer~m are the densities of RHA and ceramic respectively. Once TL is computed, the 
penetrator efficiency can be computed as: 

11 = TL/(KE 1/3) (4) 
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where KE is the kinetic energy of  the projectile. The penetrator efficiency gives the relative 
penetration of various projectiles at the same striking energy. It does not depend on scale (at 
least to the extent that penetration normalised by projectile length is independent of scale). 
Figure 6 summarises the results for TL. Figure 7 shows the corresponding computations for 
penetrator efficiency. 

For the telescopic projectiles, a little more analysis is needed because it appears that the 
penetration through the ceramic is almost wholly due to the rod portion of  those projectiles, 
while penetration into the RHA substrate is due to the tube. Therefore, in the case of  a ceramic 
of  limiting thickness, TLT, we would have 

TLT = hrLl + ht(L-Lt) (5) 

where hr is penetration per unit erosion for the rod portion of  the telescoped projectile, of  length 
Ll, and ht is the penetration per unit eroded length of  the tube. Since the rod portion of  the 
telescopic projectile is the same diameter as the effective diameter of  the L/D=20 unitary rod, we 
take hr = TL~/L~ (where TLr is the value of  TL for the L/D 20 rod and ~ its length) which can be 
computed from Fig. 6. At 2.2 km/s, the value is 1.3. 
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Fig. 6. Ceramic penetration capability (TL) vs. velocity for the four penetrator designs. 

Two additional experiments were conducted with a 60 g tubular projectile into the target to 
measure hr. The tube length was 71.2 mm and the residual penetrations were 28 mm and 32 mm 
at 2.6 km/s. From these results, and assuming that that the penetration of  tubes into RHA is 90% 
of the value expected for a rod, as observed by [6], we compute ht = 1.31. Combining these h 
values in equation (5), one would expect that a telescopic projectile striking a thick ceramic 
target at 2.2 km/s would penetrate 112 mm. This is 10% higher than the trend in Fig. 6. Thus, the 
penetrator efficiency for telescopic projectiles may be about 10% better than the trend line in 
Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Equation (2) plotted against velocity for the four penetrator designs. 

Our data can also be analysed to infer the ratio of the penetration the RHA substrate per unit 
eroded length of  the tube portion of the telescoped projectile and the unitary rod. The value is 
0.9 to 1 at 2.2 km/s, which is consistent with [6]. This shows that the cavity made by the rod in 
the ceramic was large enough that the tube could pass undamaged. 

The penetrator efficiency values reflect the utility of these projectiles for defeating confined 
ceramic targets. However, the values are probably not precisely correct for penetration into semi- 
infinite ceramics because Em is generally not linear in ceramic thickness as the ceramic becomes 
thick enough to prevent substrate penetration. The longest projectile has the highest penetration 
efficiency. This is to be expected, since rl depends on g(L/D) 2/3. Between L/D=4.5 and L/D=20, 
g decreases by 27% at 2.2 km/s. So the expected ratio of  efficiency of  L/D=20 rods to L/D=4.5 
rods is 2, which is fairly close to the observed value of 1.8. 

The ratio of efficiency of telescopic projectiles to their parent unitary projectiles, from Figure 
7, is about 1.5. The extension ratio is 1.89, so this clearly shows the utility of extended 
projectiles. If  the same ratio holds true for L/D=20 parents, then an extended version of the 
L/D=20 rod would penetrate TL = 288 mm. 

Figure 7 shows that the penetrator efficiency of alumina is relatively fiat as a function of 
velocity. This in contrast to penetration of RHA, which has a maximum at about 2.2 km/s [7], or 
the behaviour of ultra hard steel [8] for which penetrator efficiency also increases with velocity 
to at least 2.6 km/s. For alumina, there is neither an advantage nor a penalty for using 
hypervelocity penetrators. 

Data for the velocity dependence of P/L for rods penetrating ceramics are reported by Orphal 
et al in [9] and [10]. For A1N, the value of A(P/L)/ AV is 0.44 (km/s) "l. For SiC, it is 0.42 
(kin/s) -1 . From our data one can compute A(P/L)/AV = A(TL/L)/AV = 0.64 + 0.1 (km/s) l .  Thus, 
it appears that alumina is more vulnerable to hypervelocity penetration than are the other 
ceramics. The performance of the segmented rod is disappointing. In contrast to the enhanced 
penetration seen for RHA [ 11 ], the improvement for ceramics only amounts to about 11%. 

Westerling et al [12] used reverse impact tests to study 1/10 scale segmented and telescopic 
projectiles striking 3.87 g/cm 3 alumina at 2.5 and 3 km/s. Their segments were six L/D=I 
cylinders spaced 2 diameters apart. The value ofpenetrator efficiency that can be computed from 
their data is 2.2mm/J 1/3. We find 1.5 rflnl/J 1/3. The difference may be due to the shorter L/D and 
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relative spacing in their tests (segment performance improves with smaller L/D, and increases 
with spacing, according to [13]). 

Westerling et al also discuss telescopic projectiles. They find less advantage from this 
projectile then we do. Their data can be analysed to show that the penetration per unit eroded 
length of the tube portion of their projectiles was between 25 and 70% of that of a rod. We find 
that the penetration of the tube is about equal to that of the rod. It might be that since their 
ceramic was stronger than the one we have used, in their tests the cavity made by the rod was not 
adequate for the tube, whereas it was adequate in our experiments. 

HYDROCODE ANALYSIS 

General 

The DERA hydrocode GRIM2D was used for analysis of the experiments. A Johnson- 
Holmquist type constitutive model was used for the ceramic [14] with elastic-plastic type 
strength models being used for the tungsten, RHA and nylon. The ceramic model has previously 
been validated against a range of experimental results using Deranox 975 alumina but the 
penetrators had all been of unitary construction. The yield strength-pressure relationships used in 
the model are given in Table 4, and shown graphically in Figure 8. The cross-over in the Yield 
and Fracture surfaces could be explained by compaction of the comminuted material causing, in 
effect, a higher yield strength than the original material. Variations to the pressure value do not 
affect the simulation results markedly. The more sensitive parameter is the 2.9 GPa yield 
strength limit on the yield surface. The change from intact to fractured material is assumed to be 
instantaneous, i.e. there is no damage accumulation. 

Table 4. Johnson-Holmquist model parameters 

Fracture surface 
for 

intact material 

Yield Strength Pressure 
(GPa) (GPa) 

0 -0.3 
1.75 (Yo) 0 

4.457"Yo = 7.8 25 
7.8 35 

Yield surface 0 0 
for fractured 1.66"Y0 = 2.9 2.5 

material 2.9 35 
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Fig. 8. Johnson-Holmquist model parameters. 
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A mesh of  250 x 540 cells was used, giving a cell size of 1 mm x 1 mm. Previous similar 
studies have shown this size to give good results at a reasonable cost. There are therefore five 
cells across the radius of the 10.5 mm rods, and three cells across the radius of the 6.5 mm 
diameter rod. Each of the four penetrator designs was modelled at the nominal impact velocities 
of 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.6 and 2.9 km/s. 

Hydrocode Results 
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Fig. 9. Comparison ofhydrocode predictions with experimental results. 

6.5ram Unitary Rod. Figure 9 shows the residual depth of  penetration results for the 
hydrocode runs compared with the experiments. The agreement is very good considering the 1.2 
km/s velocity range. Since the majority of the 6.5 mm unitary rod penetration depth is into RHA, 
for this rod the comparison is more a test of the RHA model than the ceramic model. Perhaps a 
better test of the ceramic model is the low velocity 10.6 mm unitary rod which just penetrates 
the ceramic. 

lO.6mm Unitary Rod. Here again the experiments agree well with the hydrocode simulation 
though there is some evidence that the ceramic model is slightly 'hard' at low velocities and 
'soft' at high velocities. For the 10.6 mm unitary rod the hydrocode was found to under-predict 
the experiments at the lower velocities by about 5% and over predict at the highest velocity by 
about 9%. Interface plots of the GRIM simulations are shown in Figure 10. A velocity of 2.0 
km/s has been used as a typical illustration of the mechanisms involved. 

Segmented Rod. The simulation of the segmented rod is of interest since it was possible that 
the ceramic would close up the penetration cavity behind the leading segment, causing the 
following segment to re-penetrate comminuted ceramic before it could contribute to increasing 
penetration. There does not appear to be any crater collapse up to the times examined. The 
comparison with experiment is similar to the 10.6 mm unitary rod. The slight variance in the 
segmented rod total penetration depths could be due to the elastic-plastic type model for nylon, 
for which the strength data is not fully characterised. 

Telescopic Rod. The results for the telescopic rod have the greatest difference, however this 
type of  penetrator is very susceptible to yaw. The tube will strike the walls of the coverplate at 
yaw magnitudes greater than 4 ° . As the impacts in GRIM are modelled without yaw 
(axisymmetric) this is the probable cause for the difference in the results. The 30 Ils plot in 
Figure 10 shows how close the tube section is to the coverplate crater. Although the final sizes 
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of the crater holes are not accurately modelled due to a lack of  bulking of  the ceramic, at this 
early stage they are representative. The 50 las plot illustrates how all the penetration through the 
ceramic is by the rod section. The tube only begins to function in the RHA backplate. The target 
(and the simulation) therefore tests whether the rod will create a large enough hole in the 
ceramic for the tube to follow through, but it does not really assess the mechanics of a tube 
penetrating ceramic. 
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Fig. 10. Interface plots from hydrocode simulations. Top row: 10.6 mm unitary, middle row: 
segmented, bottom row: telescopic. All simulations at 2.0 km/s nominal impact velocity. 
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C O N C L U S I O N S  

The performance rankings o f  the penetrators against the combined steel/ceramic/steel target were 
found to be similar to those for semi-infinite RHA. In ascending order o f  performance the 
ranking was the 10.6 mm unitary rod, segmented rod, telescopic rod and 6.5 m m  unitary rod. It 
should be borne in mind that the 6.5 m m  rod has a smaller diameter than the other designs and 
therefore has the longest length. Since penetration depth is a function o f  penetrator length it is to 
be expected that the 6.5 m m  design would produce the deepest crater. The mass effectiveness o f  
the heavily confined alumina ceramic was found to peak between 2.3 and 2.6 kin/s, depending 
on the penetrator type. The Em values ranged from 1.8 to 2 .4 .  

Penetrator efficiency o f  alumina was found to be relatively flat as a function o f  velocity. This 
is in contrast to penetration o f  RHA, which has a maximum at about 2.2 krn/s For alumina, there 
seems to be neither an advantage nor a penalty for using hypervelocity penetrators. 

Hydrocode analysis o f  the experiments gave some valuable insights into the penetration 
processes o f  the two novel penetrator designs. Predicted depth o f  penetration compared very 
well with experimental values, but enhancement to the physics o f  the ceramic model are needed 
in order to simulate cover plate effects. 

Acknowledgement-- The authors thank Ravi Subramanian at I.AT for his help in designing the light-gas-gun sabot 
packages, and Steve Lumley at DERA for carrying out the hydrocode simulations. 
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T a b l e  2. Resu l t s  o f  the  e x p e r i m e n t s  aga ins t  the  c e r a m i c  t a rge t  

Firing Velocity Projectile Yaw at Target Pr Tz 
Number (km/s "1) ~:pe (degrees) (mm) (mm) 

1100 1.73 lO.6mm dia. unitary 1.6 2.0 59 
1099 1.75 2.4 0.25 56.7 
1102 1.91 2.1 3.8 60 
1103 1.94 2.8 5.1 61.3 
1104 1.97 2 7.4 63.9 
1348 2.25 4.8 11.8 68 
159 2.58 5.83 21 79.3 
160 2.61 0.1 18.7 75.6 
220 2.68 3.13 21.6 79.7 
167 2.85 3.24 25.1 84.5 
192 2.9 1.58 21.7 78.6 
166 2.92 1.9 21.5 78.2 

1040 1.74 segmented 4.3 7.7 67.3 
1039 1.744 4 8.1 67.9 
1043 1.78 1.5 5.9 63.95 
1041 1.95 9.0 13 71.2 
1042 1.97 3 12.5 70.6 
1351 2.23 0.7 17.8 74.3 
1352 2.24 2.5 17.7 74.2 
1354 2.24 0.4 16.8 72.8 
1044 2.22 5.0 19.8 76.75 
163 2.64 2.01 25.8 81.6 
164 2.63 3.87 35.1 99.6 
176 2.86 4.37 33.5 97 
181 2.87 4.96 30.3 90.3 
230 2.61 1.4 27.7 84.4 
231 3.0 N/A 30.4 86.5 

2091 1.81 telescopic 0.7 30.5 90.6 
1202 1.84 1.0 17.8 69.8 
1203 1.83 2.2 19.7 75.4 
2090 1.84 .54 31.5 89.7 
2092 1.82 .76 31.5 96 
2088 1.97 1.02 34.5 89.7 
2089 2.01 0.22 39.5 96.8 
1349 2.21 2.5 47.3 104 
1350 2.23 1.8 41.4 92.1 
1355 2.232 1.9 40.4 91.1 
2093 2.2 1.1 50.2 110.3 
161 2.55 3.7 51.3 100.8 
162 2.67 1.78 62.7 119.8 
171 2.89 0.1 67.5 124.2 
175 2.91 2.79 68 125 
221 2.66 2.01 57.3 108.7 
229 2.97 0.97 67.5 122.2 
1091 1.76 6.5ram dia. unitary 2.2 73.9 135.2 
1092 1.76 2.9 74.0 133.7 
1095 1.99 3.4 90.7 130.5 
1098 1.99 1.1 91.7 132.7 
1363 2.17 2.3 105.7 147.6 
1364 2.21 0.9 111.2 159 
206 2.59 1.93 127.7 171 
232 2.61 0.54 127.5 170.3 
216 2.64 4.46 125.3 163.7 
218 2.88 2.33 138.1 197.1 
217 2.96 3.29 137.4 191.7 

Tt/KE 1/3 
(mmlY/3) 

1.32 
1.26 
1.25 
1.27 
1.31 
1.28 
1.36 
1.28 
1.33 
1.35 
1.24 
1.23 
1.48 
1.49 
1.38 
1.45 
1.45 
1.39 
1.38 
1.35 
1.44 
1.36 
1.66 
1.53 
1.42 
1.41 
1.32 
1.94 
1.48 
1.6 
1.9 

2.05 
1.82 
1.94 
1.95 
1.72 
1.7 

2.08 
1.72 
1.98 
1.95 
1.95 
1.8 
1.88 
2.99 
2.95 
2.66 
2.7 

2.84 
3.02 
2.92 
2.89 
2.76 
3.14 
2.99 


